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in discussing this thesis with me and assisting in the initial phases of the promotion.   
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Distemper Geeraedts, Koen The Virus Glazenburg, Lisa In Situ Glazenburg and 
Nadine The Belgian Wonder Wilczak. Thank-you for your advice, criticism, 
support, suggestions, trying to understand my presentations and all the fun in-
between. Sterile laboratory work has never been so much fun as it has with you, 
thank-you. 
 
Special thanks go to Dick Hoekstra who offered me a landing pad when I first arrived 
in the Netherlands. You allowed me to perform many initial experiments in your 
laboratory and welcomed me to social events of your group. I would also like to thank 
your entire group, the department of Membrane Cell Biology. My friends in this 
colorful team of researchers always provided a supportive atmosphere. Thank-you for 
the discussions, product exchange, volleyball and soccer tournaments, the beer in-
between, bringing me out of the mot regen, and more. 
 
Thanks go to Frans Kroese. Most data presented in this thesis is based on results 
obtained from cell culture. Your invaluable offer to continue my culture experiments 
in laboratories of your department enabled me to complete my research. Thank-you 
for providing me and my colleagues with shelter. 
 
For taking me into the catacombs of your department and teaching me the dark secrets 
of electron microscopy, I would like to thank you, Ruby Kalicharan. You opened my 
eyes to see as deep as any person can and enabled me to obtain valuable data. 
 
Gerry Hoogenberg, the axle of our building, you have helped me and my department 
on many occasions and I have watched you help many others. It remains a mystery 
how you accomplish the things you do. It is safer not to know how deep your 
connections go. Thank-you for being your helpful-self. 
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Also deserving thanks for their support and assistance on various occasions are 
members of the other half of neurology located in the AZG, including; Tineke 
Bijzitter, Bernie Duym, Erzo Hoeksema, Margreet Schaaf, and Albert Teelken. 
 
I am grateful to BCN for financial support in printing of this thesis, and a special 
thanks to Rob Visser who didnt allow this zwarte schaap to hunger in a time of 
need. 
 
I would like to mention a few special people who helped me along the way. Casper, 
thanks for helping me to shape myself inside and out over the past 4 years. Jerome, 
who sometimes feels trapped in a Gary Larson comic, I wish you were here, mate. 
Ulli, without you I might not be here. Felix, rangabang Peter Pan, we became dads. 
 
Finally, the fact that I now have a family, according to the classical definition, is more 
than I have a right to expect. I would like to thank 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